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Application Number 19/02708/OUT
Location

Bicester Heritage Buckingham Road Bicester

Proposal

Outline:- Provide new employment units comprising B1 (Business), B2 (General Industrial),
B8 (Storage) and D1 (Education) uses with ancillary offices, storage, display and sales, with
all matters reserved except for access

Case Officer

Rebekah Morgan

Organisation
Name

Maria Elliott

Address

23 Manzel Road,Caversfield,Bicester,OX27 8US

Type of Comment

Objection

Type

neighbour

Comments

Slowly but surely this historic airfield is getting surrounded by buildings. And not just
buildings but high buildings. What happened to safe guarding? And judging by the future
vision and the overall plan, by the time Bicester Motion have finished there will be no
aviation left on this airfield, despite the recent gushing press release stating that they were
looking at expanding on the aviation side of things. I noticed that a throw away comment
from the architects stating that the existence of the warehouses further down Skimmindish
lane means that the view/vista is already destroyed so putting some more big buildings
along Skimmingdish won't matter. If BM's notion of increasing the flying use of the airfield is
true, does it not follow that putting up tall buildings along the edge of the airfield is
dangerous? The other mayor issue with all this development is the increase in traffic and
noise. Skimmingdish lane is already a race track. The care home isn't yet occupied but will
increase traffic use. Having yet another entrance onto Skimmingdish will only increase
people trying to get onto a road that is becoming more dangerous to get onto by the day.
And are there not plans for this road to become dual carriageway? How does all this noise,
building and not mentioning these very old cars that don't have any restrictions on emission
belching out their fumes square away with the Eco village less than a mile away? I object
strongly based on the need to preserve this historic airfield, the need to reduce emissions,
noise, traffic. The need for quality of life for the people in Caversfield and Glory farm instead
of what looks like primarily a rich mans playground on our door step, with some low paid
service industry jobs for the locals.
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